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THE USE OF MULTIVARIATE ANAL YSES IN RACIAL STUDIES

function--which facilitate the analyses of certain types of biological data

used to separate or classify fish populations. Because the application of

these statistical techniques has herstofore bean rather limited in fishery

biology, and because i hey are being used in the analyses of certain data

collected as part of' the international North Pacific Fisheries Commission's

North Pacific Fisheries Commission has recommended the preparation of' & 

brief review of the general theory underlying these statistica techniques

with examples illustrating their application. The material which follows .

then, represents an attempt to familiarize fishery workers of Canada. Japan

tmd the United States with the uses of discriminant functions.. and generalized

distance function in separating fish populations.

The Discriminant Function:

from each of' two populations (A and B), suppose also that the frequency

of the populations and that the variances are equal.
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If lb > fa we can use the following rules to classify individuals 

from a mixed sample as belonging to population A or to pupulation Bo.

~ ",Xa if Y > Yo c 2 .. , assj.gn to B 

~ -f 
if Y < Yo ... - 2 * a , assign to A 

The function Y = X can be referred to as a discrjminant function and Yo' 

the critical point. or value of that function,

It is apparent that with this function we will be misclassifying

some of the individuals, since in the region of overlap the two popu -

lations are indistinguishable The error involved (a) is just the 

proportion of individuals from one population which are classified as 

belonging to the other; hence a is estimated by the probability of 

observing an individual from, say, population A with a Y value greater

than Yo 0 Symbolically we have :

CJ M P (Y > y I ~~! ,ff::::S ) a 0 ray' 

where fa. and 5y are the estimated mean and standard deviation of Y for 

population Ao From our assumption of equal variance it is apparent

that a is also equal to: 



Possibly a is quite large, say 0 .4 Then the utility of this

character by itself is little better than the tossing of a coin to 

determine the origin of an individual. Suppose, however, that we have 

available counts or measurements on three characters and that we wish

to combine the disciminating power of each into one expression (the 

following 'will hold for any number of characters) . We can accomplish 

this by constructing a linear compound of the form.

where Xi is the value of the ithcharacter, L1 the corresponding constant 

and p is the number of characters.

It is reasonable that the best linear compound is the one vhich 

minimizes a, thereby producing the most powerful discrimination.. It 

can be shown that the set of constants which satisfy this requirement

are determined by the solution of the following set of simultaneous

equations in (~, L2, L): 

Wl ) L1 + W12 I'2 -to WI3 13 WI ~ 

W21 Ll + W22 L2 + W23 L3 - ~ 

W3l ~ + W32 L2 + W3) L) D d) 

where di is the difference between the estimated population means of 

th th the 1- character, and Wij is the pooled covariance between the 1-

~ and j- characters. When J.. "j j, Wii is the pooled variance of the 1-

th .tIl character 0 The covariance between the i- and J-- characters is gi van by:

Ha Nb 
(Na + Nb - 2) Wij m ~=l (Iiak - Xia)(Xjak - Xja) + ~kal (Xibk-X1b)(Xjbk-%jb) 



H a and Nb are the sample sizes from populations A and B respectively 0 

Xiak is the count on the ithcharacter \ the kthfish from population 

th A. Kia is the mean value of the ithcharacter for population Ao 

The rules for classification are set up in exactly the same way asas 

before -- the critical value being Yo • 1/2 (fa ..,. 'b)' where fa. and ~ 

are the estimated mean values of the discriminant, function tor population 

A and B respectivelyo 

Since it is assumed that the variance ot Xi is the same for both

populations, the variance of Y is also the same. Then the error, a, is 

given by (assuming fa < fb); 

a • P (y :> y / U~! J (j~D) 
11 0 r a 

where D is the estimated standard deviation ot Y and is given by:

When dealing with more than two populations the procedure is essentially

the same. We determine a discriminant functiom between all paris of 

populations 0 Since it is assumed that the variances and covariances for 

corresponding characters are the same tor all populations, the evaluation

of each function involves the use of the variances and covariances pooled 

over all samples rather than those of any particular pair.

The eval.uation of the errors involved is somewhat m.ore complex than 

before . It entails the use of the correlations between the disoriminant 

functions. This procedure 1s explained·for the case of three populations 

on page 321 of Rao's test, "Advanced Statistical Methods in Biometric 

Research



There is a number of tests of significa:nce which can be used 

in conjunction with the discriminant function. They all involve

the quantity D2 D2 has been defined as (when dealing with three 

variables) : 
") 

D.c· 3' L.t d1 40 I2 d2· ,. r., d3 

;;:: Lt (XIb = Xla ) ~ L2 (f2b=J.2a> ~ L.3 (I3b-YJa) 

Multiplying and. collecting the terms in a slightly ditferent manner

we see that:

D2:; (LtI l b 40 L:2X2b<l- L.3X3b) "" (LJ.Xla~ ~I2a~ L3X3e) 

which is just,

Then 02 is just the difference between the population mean values as 

estimated by the discriminant function. One test of significance tests

the hypothesis of no difference between Yb and Ya. Another tests the 

hypothesis of no added increase in D2 in going from a discriminant

function using the first p characters to one using p plus q characters., 

Rao presents these tests on pages 248 and 253

Suppose we wish to break down the catch of some fishery into its 

two components--that portion belonging to the population in river A end 

that portion belonging to the population in river Bo Suppose also that 

we have computed a discriminant function which is based on p characters 

and whose error of misclassification i£l cy.



Our procedure is to draw a sample from various portions of the 

fishery and to classify the indi vidua.ls in the samples as being either 

river A fish or river B fish. In this way we can estimate the relative

abtmdance of the two stocks in the catcho 

This estimate, however , is biased -- the bias being dependent not only 

on a but also on the true relative abundance.If our sample consists of

fish from only one river, we would erroneously classify about 100 a percent

ot themD Thus in estimating the relative abundance there would be a bias 

of 100 a percent . If our sample consists of an equal. number of fish .from 

each river the misclassificationswould be expected to compensate and no 

bias would exist. The more the relative abundance departs .from 1:1 the 

greater is the bias .. 

If we are willing to assume that a is the error actually made in 

classifying a sample , the bias can be rather easilY' corrected. Suppose 

a sample consists of N fish of which Na are river A fish and Nb are 

river B fish.. Let Ra and be the actual number ot fish assigned to 

river A and river B respectively.. Then Ra will consist of a fish 

which were erroneously classified as r1 ver A fish and (l-a) N a fisb 

which were correctly classified .

symbolically

Similarly we have: 

a Nb + (1 - a) N ~ R a a 

The solution of these equations yields the unknown quantities Na and N .
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There is a number of assumptions upon which the discriminant

function and accompanying techniques are based. The characters employed

mustt follow a multivariate normal distribution in each of the populations

involved. For all populations the corresponding variances and covariances

.re assumed to be equal. Samples must be large since samplevalues are 

substltuted for population values when the discriminant function is

calculated and tile error is determined. It is also assumed that a 

discriminant function is applied only to individuals belonging to the

populations fromwhich tbe function vas calculated. In other words, one

mustknow the alternatives before aD individual 1s classified. This last 

restriction is the primaryreason for the limited application of the dis-

criminant function.
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Ex:ample: (construction of a discriminant function)

The data tor this example are from an unpublished manuscript by 

D. R. Hill. The major objective ot the paper vas the construction ot 

a discriminant function based on six characters tor two shad populations--

one coming fromthe Hudson River and the other from the Connecticut River.

Let the set of characters be (Xl' X2 •• ., X6.) 

The variance-covariance matrix (dispersion matrix) was found to be: 

Xl X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 

~ .382 .037 .062 -.015 0025 .152 

~ 0037 0713 -0020 -.012 .023 .181 

I:i .062 -.020 .654 0211 .033 .099 

X4 -.015 -.012 .211 .885 .007 .131 

IS .025 0023 .033 .007 .585 -.010 

X6 .152 0181 .099 .131 -.010 10052 

The <i:t. values are: 

6 
The coefficients of the discriminant function, Y = ~ 

<. wi 

are obtained by solving tor (L:J., ~ ......... ,~) in 

the set of equations,
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• .382L:t + .. 037L2 + o062~ +-=~-.--.. ---+ o152L6.:: .415 

.037L:t + .7131.:2 ~--=~--------+ o>lSlL6 = .460 

.062L:t. +--=---"'-....,....------+ ,,099L6:: .713 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • 
.. 0 

.152L:t +--------------...------... -+.L.052It;::= .551 

Rao presents a method (illustrated in appendix) of solving these equations 

so that successive discriminant functions are obtained. At the first 

stap;e of solution the discriminant function using Xl only is computed. 

while at the second stage the function using Xl and X2 is obtained. 

The discriminant function using all six characters is obtained at the 

last stage. The solution of these equations at each stage is given in 

the following table. Any particular discriminant function can be obtained 

b;y substituting the Li from this table into the function, Y={. Ll~ 

Stage ~ L2 L4 L5 L6 02 
i 

c( 

1 10086 .450 .367 

2 10028 .591 0698 .337 

3 .856 .629 10029 1.,378 .,278 

4 0878 .6,30 .952 .231 1.422 .2:14 

5 .. 785 0577 .. 871 .. 234 1,,731 30163 0187 

6 .. 694 .518 .. 860 0200 1 .. 743 .. 246 3.220 0184 
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2 The successive D values are also given in the tableo They are

obtained by using the fomula: 

D2 • Z L d 
Iii 

It can be shown t,hat D/2 is a. normal random variable with mean zero and a 

standard devia,tion of one. The probability of obtaining a. normal deviat

equal to D/2 is identical to the probability of correctly classifying an 

individual from any one population Then a is just equal to one minus

this probabilityo For example the D/2 value for stage two is .~¥ 111 &4180 

From a table of ereas of the normal curve we find: 

p (z < .418) s 0663 
r -

Then 

a 8 1 - 0663 ~ 0337 

which is the value of a at the second stage.

The increase in D2 in going from stage 5 to stage 6 is only .057.

Our immediate question would be: does the inclusion of X6 provide a 

significant increase in n2? If not, x6 would not be very useful for 

purposes of discrimination when used with the other five characters

The hypotheses of no a.dded increase in D2 in going from a. discriminant 

function using the first p characters to one using p plus q charaeters 

can be tested with the following F test.
N + N -p-q-l 

F. 1 2 (R-I) = 1 .. 46 
q 

with q and (N1 + N2-p-q-l) degrees of freedom 
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(91) (104l 
1+ (195) (193J (),,16) 

• 100078 

and Nl is the sample size from one population and N2 1& the sample size 

from the other. This F (with 1 and 188 d.f .) is not significant at the S% 

level. Thus the hypothesis of no added information being supplied by X6 is 

accepted" Since x6 adds nothing to the power of discrimination it can be 

omitted (providing that the other S characters are used) . Then the dis-

criminantfunction we will consider is: 

Another question we could ask would be: based on these five characters 

is there a significant difference between the Hudson and Connecticut River 

fish? The hypothesis specifying no difference in mean values of the dis ... 

cr1m1nant function can be tested with the following F test: 

Nl N2 (Nl ... N2 C> P - 1) 2 
F· P (N1 + N2)(N1 + N2 -2) D 

with p and (N + N - i ... p) degrees of freedom. Substituting we find 

F· '<~1l~f!)&lh;i~4t04 ~ 2,11 (;30163) Ii1 30 006 
This F (with 5 and 189 df.) is significant; therefore the hypothesis 

specifying no difference is rejectedo 

The next step is to find the means ot the discriminant function tor 

the two populations. This can be done by substituting the mean values of 

the characters for each population into the discriminant function. This 

was done and the mean values were found to be 74.103 tor the Hudson River 
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and 70 , 940 for the. Connecticut River, The critical point or value for 

this discriminant function is: 

It we wished to classify a mixed sample from these two rivers, those fish 

with a value of Y less than 72,52 would be assigned to the Connecticut 

River population and those with a Y value greater than 72.52 would be 

classified as belonging to the Hudson River,

The error associated with the classification would be juat the

probability of observing, say, a Connecticut River fish with a Y value 

greater than 72.52 Symbolically we have: 

(l'" P {Y > 12S2 / u~f Jlo-~D)j o - r c 

normalizing, 

we have seen before that 

n2 .. (th ... fo) 

Therefore, since 72.52 is midway between yhand yo

then 
n2 

(1 '" p(z ::: 2fj) ... p(z ~ D/2 ) 0 

Since D/2 is equal. to .89 a is equal to .187. Therefore we will expect 

to misclassify about 19 percent of the Connecticut River populationo 

This is also the error of misclassifieation for the Hudson River populationo 



The Distance Function: 

One of the p:roblems raised by the North Pacific Treaty entails the 

establishment of a. line (or lines) which best divides North Americar; 

and Asiatic stocks of salmon. This problem is being approached from 

many sides -- one of which is the study of racial characteristics. . An 

attempt is being roade to define the racial characteristics of North 

American and Asiatic salmon populations and to relate to these populations 

the racial characteristics of salmon taken from specific geographic

locations in the North Pacific Oceano 

Our immediate problem is to examinene each of a number of racial 

characters and to detemine whether it differs significantly between 

populations. This will enable us to select the set of characters 

which show the most promise in defining the salmon populations. 

For this particular problem conventional methods such as the 

"t" test and analysis of variance are adequate; however in view of 

our major objective, it is not enough to know that the salmon populations 

differ significantly we must also be able to measure the magnitude 

of the difference. Furthermore, this measure or index must be in the 

same units for all pairs of populations or groups . With such an index 

we can speak of a generalized distance between two groups and actually . 

compare the distances or differences between any two pair ot groups .
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One such measure in use by taxonomists is the concept of overlap.

To illustrate this concept, let us consider the following example: 

Suppose we have a sample of counts or measurements for one character

from each of two groups (A and B) suppose also that the frequency

distributions of that count or measurement (X) for the two groups are 

as shoun in Figure 1a:

Figure 1a: A B 

x --7 

In Figure 1athere exists a range of values of the count or measurement 

which is common to both groups -- this is defined as the region of owrlapo 

Under the proper assumptions we can detemine a point (y) such that the 

probability of observing an individual from group A having an X greater 

than Y is equal to the probability of observing an individual from group B 

having an X less than Y.. If we denote these probabilities by a, the two 

groups can be said to overlap to the extent of 100 a percent a is 

generally referred to as the error of misclassification

It is apparent that if two groups are distinct, a will be equal to 

zero (or nearly so) . As the groups become more similar, the region of overlap 

increases and a becomes larger. When the groups are identical, the overlap 

is at its maximum and a equals 0.5. Thus a can be used to measure the 

difference or distance between two groups; however, since a is inversely 

related to the distance, it would seem more logical to 
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use a decreasing function of Rao (1952) suggests the function (1 

which varies from 0.5 to 1 and is a maximumwhen is zero. 

When considering only one character, this quantity is rather

easilycomputed however it. direct application to racial studies

involving many characters and manygroups becomes prohibitti ive

In 1936 Mahalanobis introduced the statistic:

where is the reciprocal of the variance - covariance matrix (Wij ) I 

Xi, isthe mean of' the i. th character in the 1st group, and p isthe

number .. of characters This statistic was advanced, largely on

instuitive grounds, to estimate from a. sampleand on the basis of

p characters, the distance between two populations. Rao (1647-1952)

provided a logical solution and showedthat D2is an increasing function

of (1 -01.).. Thus the measure (1 - O() can be replaced by the functionally 

dependent quantity D2 To illustrate the general relationship

between D2and (1 - O{) consider the above statistic reduced to the 

where Xl and are the character means in the tvo groups and s is the 

pooled intragroup standard deviation Here w see that D2increases

withan increase in the meanditfe:renee os. -~) and/ or a decrease.. in 

the variability (s) The amountof overlap, and thus the quantity 0( , 

decreases with an increase in the mean difference and/or a decreasesin

the variability Obviously thenD2 is inversely related to 0(; hence 

directly relatedto (1 - O{). 
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As Rao (1947 - 1952) points out, D2satisfies two fundamental

1. The distance betweentwo groups is not less than zero. 

2. The sum of distances ot a group from two other groups is

not less than the distance between the two other groups

(Triangle lawot distance.)

Other requirement. satisfied by D2 are:

3. The distance 1s not decreased when additional characters

are considered

4. The increase1n D2 suppl1ed by the addotion of each 

character 18 modified by the amount ot correlation

betweenthat character and those previously used.

This last requirement1. perhaps one ot the most important properties

of D2, tor this wasa stumbling point ot many of the other statistics.

For example Rao points out that Pearson's coefficient of racial

likeness (CRL) treats all charaters as though they are independent

variables. Hence when a character 18 added to a given set ot characters

even though the true distance or difference between groupe may not be 

increased. To examine the effect of varying amountsof correlation on

the change in D2considerthe caseof two groups from which two characters
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we have:

Upon substituting tor w11 w22 and w12abd simplifying, we have:
").. I [..!..d~_.2..~d.4!:+-L d:l 

D ~ ( )_ ~) w" Vv;" IJI .. ~ W~.". j 
Where w11 and w22 arethe variances of the firstand second characters

respectively and r is the correlation c coefficient betweenthem For 

simplicity let : w 11 = w22 = !

").<1 1 
..... 
a of lAI 

It 1. apparent that When r i8 zero, D2is a maximum. As /r/ in-
2 

creases,, D decreasees , reaching a minimumwhen r 1. equal to 1. In
2 

Figure 2 D is plotted as a function of r for /41/ =: /42/ :: 2. Thus we 

see that vhen a character is added to a previous .et of characters,1 the 

function 1. modified by the amount of correlation betwen the additional

character and the set ot characters already used.

The computations using thegeneral formula tor D2 involve a. 

matrixinversion which is suitable when four or lesschracters are

an orthogonal set ot variables from the original set. He begins by 

constructing a table ot normalized mean values (il-----~) for the 

p characters in each group. Then by using the pooled estimates of

the intragroup correlations the normalizedmeansare transformedto 

values (Fl-----Fp ) which are uncorrelated. In turn, theae value. 

are transformedto others, (f1-----f'p), which haveunit variance s.

For the caseot four variables, , the general formulaeare



f1 lID Fl • ~ 

~ f2 III F2 .. 12 - ~l Fl 

~(F3) f3 IA F3 III X3 - a32 F2 - a31 Fl 

'~(F4) £4 .. F4 • %4 - &43 F3 - 842 F2 "" ahJ,. '1 

where x1 is the normalized mean value, V(F i) is the variance of F and 

&ij is a quantity dependent upon the intragroup correlations . The first

character is not transformed at all. The second is moditied by the amount 

of correlation with the first and then adjusted to unit standard 

deviation.. Similarly the third is modified by the amount of correlation

with the first two and adjusted to unit standard deviation. For a 

detailed explanation the reader is referred to Rao (1952) 0 

The formula. for n2 between two groups then becomes: 

where fil and fi2 are the transfonned values of the ithcharacter in 

groups 1 and 2 respectively~ 

This alternative method not only provides a simplerway to compute 

n2 but also provides a convenient way to eliminate some effects which 

would otherwise produce erroneous results . For example , some ot our 

samples consist of mature fish while others consist of relatively

immature fish. Similarly, some samples are taken with a larger meshed 

gillnet than are others. Obviously, then, differences in size exist between 

samples simply because of sampling techniques.
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Because of this we are quite reluctant to use length as one of the 

characters J moreover, it would be just as bad to use that portion or 

component of a character which is dependent upon length. To avoid 

this difficulty we let length be the tirst character in tho trans-

formation. In this way, the utility of each succeeding character is 

reduced by the amount to which that character is correlated to length. 

The result is a set of characters which are not only independent of 

one another, but also independent of length. When the distance between

groups is computed, the variable, length, is left; out ... - resulting in a 

n2 which is independent of length
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Example: (Distance Function) 

Suppose we have samples of oounts or measurements of four characters

from four populations . Let us designate the set of characters by (~, 

x2' %3' X4) and the tour populations by A, B, C and D The following data

are given .. 

Xl 

A 110732 

B 13 .. 155 

C 13,,338 

D 130140 
Grand .. 
Mean (Xi) 1208la 

~ -Xl 1 

X2 

x) 

14 

Standard 
Deviation (S.) .7149 

TABLE 1 - Table of Means 

X2 

18 .. 423 

19,,072 

18 0 836 

190060 

180848 15,,891 

340505 

33S88 

340540 

TABLE 2 - Correlation Matrix (Pij) 

X2 13 14 

.. 2236 .. 1819 .. 0176 

1 ,,1176 00054 

1 00146 

1 

.,9108 96299 1.0416 

The f3 ij are given by~ W 

J3 • ij 
ij ;Wii itjj 

Sample 
Size 

97 

68 

91 

SO 

.th th where Wij is the covariance between the 1. and .F characters and Wii and 

th th Wjj are the variances of the i- and j- characters. The Wij are calculated



by the formula

Zh 1 (N - 1) 'W
ij 

U ZL~ 1 ['2. NkP., (In: .,. ;f
i 

)(I
j
, .,. Xj ~ 1 

P'" P .. \ p.... ""./. P P ~rpp)J 
th 

where N is the sample size from the pth population; X" t,.".,. is the count. 
P ...... 11' 

th th ~ of the ith.. character for the kthindividual from population P; Alp is 
+h 

the sample mean of the :l·~-';' character from population po 

2 The first step in calculating the D values is the construction of

a set of normalizedmean values (;~ 1:2.1' f3.l' A.h) for each population.

This is done for each character by subtracting the grand mean from each 

of the area means and dividing each difference by t.he standard deviation

of that character, The normalized means are limitedin Table 3. For 

example the value listed in position (A, Xl) is given by

TABLE 3 Table of Normalized Mean Values

1]. X 
2 !j %4 

____ fl __ ..... _ 

A .,.1".:;513 ,-..0.,4666 ... 1 "l:l29 102289 

B 0,,4392 o ')459 <j'._. ° "Ji135 ...001277 

c 0 .. 6952 ..,()<-Ol:32 0,,8:.76 ,~1<.(Jo81 

D Oo!W.82 O~,~·.328 0,.1:118 -Oo094l --"O-_. __ -.... ______ W1IT_ •. ~_~.,.~_. __ ~ ___ • • 
II •• an~~ 

Nextwe have to determine the particular transformation which will 

transform the correlated set of variable (!l' f;)$ Xy I4) t.o the 

uncorrelated set 

was given ahove -- what remains is the evaluation of the constants 0 

The general formulas as gi ven by Rao are as follows: 



(j i - 1) 

where 

and 

The calculation of a1j and V(F i) are given in Table 4. It must be 

remembered what the first variable (~) 1s not transformed Thus the 

variance of F1 is one, since has unit variance.
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TABLE 4 - Calculation of aij and V(F 1) 0 (31j is t he ij~ element of the 

correlation matrix (Table 2) 0 

_ Quantity: Fonnula Value 

b21 (321 02236 

9.21 b
21

/V(F1) ,,2236 

V(F2) 1'22 - b21 ~l .,9500 

~'I 09747 

b3l 5331 01819 

a31 b31/V(F1) 01819 

b32 1332 ... a21 b31 00769 

&32 b32/V(F2) 00809 

V(F3) (333 - b31 a3l = b32 &32 09007 

-/l(F
3

)' ., eo _ 
~9802 

b41 Pijl 00176 

aijl b41/V(Fl ) 00176 

b42 1342 oS> ~1 b41 (lOO15 

a42 b4!V(F2) ",0016 

b43 1343 - &32 b42 ... 8..31 b41 cOll) 

&43 b
43

/V{F
3
) 00118 

V(F4) 13 44 - b41 aU ... b42 a42 - b43 aQJ 09996 

,-fV(F4}- 09998 
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Substituting the values of the constants (a
ij

) into the general 

transformation we have: 

£1 II!I Fl 8 ~ 

09747 t 2 .. F2 .. 12 co 02236 Fl 

09802 £3 n F3 ~ %3 - 00809 F2 - 01819 Fl 

09998 fLl m F4 0: 14 .., oOD.S FJ .. 00016 F2 ... 00176 1'1 

We can now apply this transformation to the normalized means in 

Table 3. The calculations are shown in Table 5 and 6. For example, the 

F2 value for population A is given by: 

£2 tor population A is: 

F2/;!V(F2) N -01197/09747 • ~o1228o 
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Variable J a;y Fj . ,1 Sum . . 
%2 + (-o2236F1) no F2 

f' 

A -.4666 03469 -01197 

B 02459 -.,0982 Q1477 

C - .. 0132 ""01554 -01686 

D 02328 ""00935 01393 

A .,,1 .. 1129 00097 ,,2822 -.,8210 

B p1635 -00119 - .. 0799 c0717 

c ,,8176 .. 0136 ""01264 07048 

D 01318 -.0113 ... ~O761 .0444 

A 1 .. 2289 ,,0097 ,,0002 .. 0273 1",2661 

B -.,1277 -00008 "00002 -00077 -01364 
: 

C -100081 -00083 eOO03 ... ,,0],22 ... 100283 

D "'00941 - .. 0005 -00002 ... .,0074 ~,,~O22 
, 



TABLE 6. Evaluation ot the set of variables f19 f29 f39 f4) .

Entry for each area is Fi/!V(Fi ) 0 

tl .t'2 f
J I t4 

fl\QFl"~ F2/o9747 F
J
/o9802 F4/o9998 Population 

- , 

A -l .. ~51J ..001228 ..0 0 8376 1,,2664 

B 0 0 4392 0,,1515 0 .. 0731 -0.,1364 

036952 .. 0 .. 1730 007190 I -1,,0285 

OQ4182 0~1429 0,,0453 J ...QGI022 

c 

D 

We now have a set of uncorrelated variables f1, f2, f3 f4 which have 

unit variance.. As previously stated the estimated n2 value between any

pair of populations is given by: 

D2 I!I ~Sl (.f'il eo £12) 
2 

For example the n2 value between populations A and B is estimated as:

2 2 2 2 2 
Dab e (=lo55l3-04.392) .", ("'01228"'01515) + (-08376...,,0731) J. (102664+ 01364) 

e <-109905)2 + (-$2743)2 + (~o9107)2 + (104028)2 

= 60 834 

The remaining n2 values are given in Table 7 Q 



TABLE 7Q 2 Calculation of D values. Entries under the fi are the absolute 

differences between the indicated populations .

Comparison £1 £2 !) !4 n-2 

A-B 1. .. 9905 0~2743 009107 1 .. 402H 0.,834 

A-C 202465 000502 105566 2 .. 2949 120739 

A-D 1".9695 002657 0,,8829 1.a686 6,,602 

B-C 0 0 2500 003245 006459 0.,8921 1,,384 

B=D 0 0 0210 000086 0.0278 0",0342 ,,002 

C-D 0.,2770 0.,)159 0 .. 6737 0 .. 9263 10488 

. 2 
·There exists a bias in these D values, which in general 18 dependent 

upon sample sizes, variances and covariances; however in our example 

(sample size in each group is the same for all characters) the bias is

just:

(Rao, 1947), 

where p is the number of characters and N. and N. are the samplesizes 
J. J 

.th th 2 from the :1.- and j populations" The corrected D values are gi van in

Table 8.
n 

TABLE 8.. Corrected n2 values .

Oomparison n2 Bias Corrected D2 I (l 

A ... ·B 60 834 ,,100 60734 .10 

A-C 120739 0082 12 .. 657 .. 04 

A-D 6.002 ,,121 60 481 ,,10 

B-C 1.,384 .. 100 10284 028 

B-n .. 002 0139 0 .. 000 .,50 

c~n 10488 0121 10361 (,128 
I 
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There are several ways in which one can summarize the n2 values 0 

In this example it is probably sufficient to plot them on a graph 

(such as Figure 3) showing each group and the distances between it and all. 

others. In a study dealing with additional cbara.cters and man;y more 

populations it becomes necessary to somehow formthe groups into clusters 

and then summerize with the average D values within and between clusters.

Another way of looking at the relationships between the populations 

sampled is to con."ert the n2 values back to their corresponding percentage

overlap, (100 a) . As previously indicated a :is just the probability

of obtaining a normal deviate as large or larger than D/2o The a. 

corresponding to the distance between A and B is given by: 

a • p(z > ~.134J2) CD p(z > 1030} - -
where x is normally distributed with mean zero and unit variance. From 

tables of the normal curve we find a to be equal to .10. Thus the overlap 

between A and B is estimated as being ten percent . The remaining a values 

are listed in Table 8. 
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Estimated Relationships Between Populations A. B, C and D. 
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37X\ --
3/:(,- ::. 
1"1){.., :; 

3'1 d -: 

3~1 (' ~ 

11 ('I ::-

Q /11 -: 
i'{ -: 

l~ -= 

l b '{ b - 2:s x:.. ( 1/ ) 

,I, rl '-3 d ( " ) 

3'x1 + 3i.X l , + 33 )(,1.. + '3~ «(. +- '5 ~ Ki. ~ :3 6)(!, -t H.d 
2tac.' - 2~C' (3(.i-;) .- 1\:.c.1-~<..)(~ 

2. 7x\ 
27 'i 1 

3 ~ ci 
2'1d -
:,7x, 4-
21 c.' 

3'1 X\ :-

31 ;(1 :: 

37"'.3 "!' 

.2-) ~\ ( ; -; '<1- ') 
23. >/..1. ( I I ) 

2~ rj ( ") 

nY1- + 33d +?:.4 d + 35d -r?l..rl -t "1 d 
.l3> c' 0 7:( .. ) ~ 37C' - 37 K3 

. ~ S 5' s(. <
,b2'1 ~~I 

\ ,()2& 038 

- V,'" :; 11 d :. 

c 



L. 

~ 

o.Jlstth'\-~ P Lh 
::;. ~ '"'(1 -

~SC!) I'U,' "X Lh .;. IhO 

t L (: I sb . ~ t/(, Lh ::. 1\ i.~ 

flO o~," ::. "f..y...L" :. III t~ 

""t C)O Q 8'& ' = 'XLh .; 
\ 

JIll '0 
(",xLh) ,)t-/t -I ?Lt 
+ F. X L. h r "l. j.. L h \-\ X L h 
( I, '\ P h't. P Li / 

.., Xl...h -,';) Lh -:. 
P L. h +-f <j h ~ l' S h + P hh 

P ~r 
( t, ) \ Y. h t :tLt 
( /I ) LX h~ l"J-Lt 

P hh :: h)(. Ll"l ~(Y) \h,X Lh) \ X h'i -\j(L't 

hXih -,),,)h 

F "'lh t "lX"?h +-")x Sh 1-

.::. (t'X');") I') h-L -,)"'J[ 
")x nht-:X '1M'" !X"Ih ,t-'j,)h 

( i, ) P h£ P ,~ 
( ,,' ) 'l X h ~ ,"'l)( '} £. 

"'x hI-> 
( " ) .... 1. Ill: -!j<)f 

( ,,' ) e'j 11£ ·r~., £ 

'? X h ~ '; } X <'JI'i ~''Y'tr~ (0') ( h X '7h) 'X hi \)( ')'t 

!,)< .s h -, ') 51-! :; \";i.5~) t') b( 
P' S h I--'I > .s h r 5) ~ h + h;.: .'!-ht ~"5 h ~ 't X S ! l + 

(" ) P hE. 

,') $ ~ 

\~ .$h 
\' S ~ 

( " )., X Mt, 
(I' ')SXJ1t 

(" ) 'iXh::. 
( " ) t)' h t 

SXhh : h,XS~ ~('1 (/'IXSh) 'Xh~ 

'x St 
5>, 5'i. 
S'j. hh 
~i.s i: 

-"'tI'S~ 

-\Y.S~ 

,;' h h :; h X '1'£ 7 "h<t 
P hn t-'IX h~ t >'f, h\1 t-t,,, f,h "!'" (x htl -i-'LJ. hh f IJ-. hh 

-r P h~ . "x h ~ " ..,. 
. S) hl. ,I .. 0" ::::.. "x M. 

" 
..,.. ... )( Ilf. 

" -'tX j,t 
"X H I IX ,1,£ 

:: ,,:) lh 
': I) Lh 
.: 'r'L.h 
'. hj Lb 
-:. 'i.'f, Lh 
:: 1X Lh 
: \ XLh 

\I J ')h 
':. I) '1M 

P '} h 
:. ~ :X'h 
'" hi <)h 
-"}O) h 

-r:X"')h 
::. Iy,,., 

:.. I/? S, h 
I') Sh 

:. \IS\' 
..:. "XS h 

;., X >17 
~ "XSh 
.: "1 Sh 
~ ~)(S h 

.: ';XSh 

= /I) h~ 
.: I") h h 

Ph\, 
"-\X ~1 
-:. > ~ hI, 
~ hi hh 
-:. <X hh 

~.x hh 
;. \'X J,h 

; ~lQ '" 
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h 

,.-, 

55 Xl - l\ S )(, 
, 

I.f 5 'Is - . 
S"S '/...a.. Ii S)(a, ..:.: !I 

~s: X) ":. 115 x' ~ ~ II 

5s x'" : 45~\1 .:.: II 

55 i.s ': 'is )('.$ -'- " 'V ',0 
SS tb '- 4S){ "- .to I' 

55 d ':. LtS d "'-, 
'5''5 CI ';. S's" l(\ -t S 5 'I, ·i S 5,- Xl ~ 5 ~ 'i q 't S S '1i.,; -+ SS ')( b -+ 5" 5 d 
55 Coli l.{ S C.t ,.:. :. 1.1 S Ks = '5 :5 c f 

5(" lC - ~ G, (, '{S'K I (c-;c" )(s) w~ S'~5 - 55 Xt. - . 
5 (, '/.." - ... b ){l - 4 S ;( l ( 'I ) 

~c, f~ - ~G, V,!> ~.S' '1,\ ( " ) -
Sc. Iii '".: '-H. i'1 

_. 
ltSXl\ ( ., ) 

5(' X s :;:, S5)(~ 

S" (t... '" ~ (. X(" - 45>(6 ( 'I ) 
S(.a d : If (;, d Ys d (. ' 1 ) 

S~ (' :: 5(;'(, + 5" l(t ..;..:;, "/.j 4- 5~)(~ -4 5, X's- 1 S( X" -1 S (. .:'1 
5~ c .. If b c' ~ - Lf5 (' (5' X'S) ': S',"C ' - '5(')(s 

';'1 X\ :: 47 K\ - Y S' x\ (c) 7x s) wka.u 5'1'15 .:. S~ d 
Sl)(l. ':, 41)(1- q 5,(, ( " ) 
<:)1 {~ 1.\7 X"J,. - 45 X'') ( " ) -
51 XL{ :. Yl X',\ 45 ;( 4 l J I ) 

$"1 ~ 5 ':. 1$5 ci 
r; 1 cl : Lt 1 d 45 d <.. '/ ) 
S'i C I ':. 

57)(, --\ S7)(1, -I 57'i'!, ..;. S7X',/ + 5'5 ci + 5'b d + 51 cl 
51 e" ':. '-I1C' - L{5c' (S7'ts) ::: '31('- SIXs 

2 
uu, 

Kc:st~ ~ , -= S '1 X,.:- .1 ~ 5 19 1 

((Z:'" -:: "S 7 X 1. ;.. '<)/b'133 

Q,'" 57 X 3 -. XIV no 
\1.,/ -:: '51x\I ~ .BLi "I\,{. 

~S ' :: ::;1;($ :1.13111,& 

6. Six th St age steps in calculations ..s 
(,~ X. '::, 5(. )("1 r;, )(" 
~u Xl. S("'Il. I, 
(d .. d). :. 5''' t~ · 1/ 

(.e. t. t\ ':: 5" '(' I · II -· I.ti!s - S,ts 
, 

II • <.,(, )( ~ -. 5 Co .( to ..... '1 - /.0 , 
t(. d :: S" d .:. II 

j 

~(. (I '::' <ObX\..; <..(, 'It i 10<:' ';3 ~ ( .. (,. ""'I -+- ~l.. 'is + ~'X'io of ~" d ~G c~ -:: r;;t:.c t ..:. '5'bX'" :: (~~ c l , 
\' 

(. b c:l la7(\ :. 57X, S'bX, liD7 X,) IU~ f.. 7 XI. ':. 

Ga1 i l :: 57 'it. ,.. 5, i. 4 <. " ) "7 j( 3 - S1 )(.." - 5~'h {, " ) 

~1 Xu. -: t;1 :(.\ ... S;t.,)(4 ( " ) 

In 'Is -:. '57 )(5 5(. x s ( ., } 

~7 X" ~ ~d 
(.., d '51d .. 5"(,d ( 1/ ) 

(,1 (' : bl ')(, -t (,11/., + b'}13 4 (.7 ''-i of b 1 x S .,.. k -, )( (. -t ~7d 
('1 (II :. 51C' - SG. c' (1..7 )( ... } ~ ~iC'- ~ .., )(10 

Kale; 0. 1)(1 T Ql,X''' + Q?''X:1 + Ct.'1 ~4 +Qs"s fer...V.~ ::; ."q'(XiT-.5'~X2.+ \iSO'l.3+. 10I X'''I-t l.lI13X s .... 24(.X 
l.uWv.b. 1~ 12. 1 1'W1a-USC,.Q (" c III1.H -fvOi<ll' Col)( I ,.,. ..... ~.;I-!.I j L.. Co ? X b rt.t. f'" h: .. .... l .. ( ~ 
-~"= ~1 d :. -3. 21oQg, 




